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Abstract

Tevatron experiments will soon begin Run II data taking with an aggressive
B physics program. The B physics reach of the CDF and D0 experiments already
seems competitive and complementary to that of B factories. We report on the
future plans for B physics and CP violation measurements at the Tevatron.

1 Introduction

B physics at hadron colliders is not an easy task, but is nevertheless appealing
thanks to the huge b�b production cross section typical of hadron machines [3].
CDF and D0 are the only two active experiments in this �eld at the moment: they
are starting data-taking in these days, after major improvements in the accelerator
and detector performances. The Tevatron design luminosity is expected to reach
2 � 1032 cm�2 s�1 and detectors have been extensively upgraded in order to cope
with the increased luminosity and wider range physics program.

2 Bs Physics

The Tevatron will be the only candidate for Bs studies until the advent of the
� (5s) and LHC eras. Fermilab experiments are developing an extensive Bs

physics plan, ranging from CKM measurements (see section 3) to rare decays.
The issue the physics community feels as more compelling is certainly that

of measuring xs. CDF will be able to extend the actual lower limit on xs and
achieve a 5� discovery for xs as large as � 60: this is certainly beyond SM
expectations and in this framework we are therefore expecting to measure this
parameter in the �rst 2 fb�1 of collected data. Measuring xs will come for free

once the discovery integrated luminosity is reached: a well known e�ect due to the
analysis techniques involved [2] is such that once the discovery limit is reached,
xms is measured with good resolution.



3 CKM Angles

CDF should be able to measure sin 2� with a precision of the order of 5% after
2 fb�1 of integrated luminosity.

Beyond statistical improvements, CDF plans to perform B physics in an in-
novative context: hadronic B decays. CDF will collect these modes mainly with
a dedicated trigger system, capable of triggering on secondary vertices. Trigger
yield and background rates have been extensively studied with simulation tools,
exploiting real Run I data whenever possible.

Several detailed studies have been performed in this direction: sin 2�,  and
(indirectly) � are expected to be measurable with good accuracy. In some cases
the peculiarity of the hadronic environment is exploited: the large B production
cross section [3] gives access to small BR decay modes and simultaneous access
to both Bd and Bs decays.

The four time-dependent branching fractions Bs= �Bs ! D�
s K

� contain terms
proportional to sin � Æ and thus allow, in principle, the extraction of  up to
discrete ambiguities. Preliminary studies [7], parameterizing detector resolution
and background pollution, suggest that the resolution on sin Æ� will lay between
0:43 and 0:79 depending on S=B assumptions.

Another way to extract  had been originally suggested by Gronau, London
and Wyler [4]. It is based on measuring B� decay rates involving DÆ= �DÆ mesons
and requires the interference between two amplitudes that are signi�cantly di�er-
ent in magnitude, causing the resulting asymmetries to be small. A re�nement
of this method has been suggested by Atwood, Dunietz and Soni [5] using de-
cays to �nal states that are common to both DÆ and �DÆ and that are not CP
eigenstates. In particular, large CP asymmetries can result from the interference
of the decays B� ! K�DÆ and B� ! K� �DÆ with DÆ

! f being a doubly
Cabibbo-suppressed decay, while �DÆ

! f is Cabibbo-allowed. The measure-
ment of interference e�ects in these modes allows the extraction of  without the
knowledge of BR

�
B� ! K� �DÆ

�
.

In a preliminary study [7, 6], CDF has investigated the two DÆ �nal states
K��+ and K��+���+: it expects to collect about 102 events in 2 fb�1.

The sensitivity on  is investigated in a toy Monte Carlo study: a resolution
on  of about 20Æ seems achievable with realistic assumptions on branching ratios
knowledge and the expected S=N ratio.

CDF expects to collect a signi�cant sample of B ! �� decays. The BÆ ! ��
signal yield is obtained from Monte Carlo simulation [7]. Assuming a branching
ratio BR (BÆ ! ��) = 1 � 10�5, CDF expects to collect a sample of the order of
104 events in 2 fb�1.

A study based on specialized test trigger data, described in [7], addresses the
issue of combinatorial background and �nds a signal-to-background ratio (S=B)
not worse than 1 : 18 (resulting after trigger and the �rst o�ine cuts).

Contributions from B ! K� and B ! KK can be separated from the full
untagged sample exploiting the particle ID tools available in the detector (mainly
with the measurement of dE=dx and a Time of Flight device).

In Run II CDF expects to reach a tagging �gure of merit �D2
� 9:1% thanks

to the detector improvements (increased muon detector coverage, a novel particle
identi�cation system). With this avor tagging CDF expects to measure the CP
asymmetry in B ! �� with an uncertainty of 0:09 [7].

A preliminary study [8] has been performed in order to explore the achiev-



able resolution on  if � is assumed known with good resolution, extracting the
information from the asymmetry on B ! ��;KK; �K [9]. The study is based
on the idea that as long as U � spinSU (3) holds, the Bd ! �� and Bs ! KK
asymmetries di�er from each other only because of the di�erent e�ects of CKM
phases. A simultaneous �t of the time-dependent asymmetry in these channels
would measure the weak phases involved, determining  once � is known with
suÆcient precision. The dependence on various physics parameters and on the
violation of the U � spinSU (3) assumption is investigated in a toy Monte Carlo.
The resulting resolution is Æ � 10Æ when a S=N ratio of 1 : 2 is assumed after
all analysis cuts.

3.1 Conclusions

We briey explored CDF reach in canonical (xs and sin 2�) and alternative ap-
proaches to constraining the SM in the B sector.

Many more B hadronic channels will be at reach for the Tevatron experi-
ments in Run II. Some of these have been suggested as candidates for alternative
measurements of the CKM sector. CDF is currently exploring this wide range of
opportunities and its reach will probably go beyond the golden channels of CP
violation studies.
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